
CHANGES IN THE EARLY 19TH CENTURY

The 19th (nineteenth) century was a century that began on January 1, , and ended on December 31, It is often used
interchangeably with the s, though the start and end dates differ by a year. The 19th century saw large amounts of social
change; slavery was abolished .. The Realism and Romanticism of the early 19th century gave way to.

By the s the 10 hour day was common, but not universal. Arthur Thistlewood led the Cato Street Conspiracy
but the conspirators were arrested on 23 February  In the law was changed slightly. In the death penalty was
abolished for more than crimes. Another ct was passed in but this time inspectors were appointed. A selected
bibliography that follows identifies the most important and recent scholarship about the event. Rapid
developments in agriculture, encouraged by a strong sense of dignity in work and a bold new spirit of
ingenuity sharply reduced the percentage of people who made their living in the fields; the tone of religious
tolerance taken up by the founders manifested itself in a fervent yet diverse spiritual community; working and
educated citizens alike attended intellectual lectures together in an effort to become responsible and informed
citizens; and the family dynamic underwent a profound transformation, especially as it involved children, at
the hands of a new democratic idealism. Although springing from internal spiritual convictions, the new
character of American Protestantism in the early 19th century reinforced the modern economic and political
developments that created the new nation by the end of the s. In the early 19th century in most towns there
were no building regulations. It was impossible to demolish and replace existing back-to-backs all at once. In
the early 19th century a group of Evangelical Christians called the Clapham Sect were active in politics. For
one thing it lacked middle class support and had no support among MPs. This period also witnessed dramatic
economic and religious changes. The strike was successful and the employers were forced to raise their pay. In
, Haiti gained independence from France. By , miles of railroad track had been laid down, most of it
concentrated in the Northeast. Daily Life in the Industrial United States, by Julie Husband; Jim O'Loughlin
Introduction : "I felt everything get bigger and go quicker every day" -- The city -- The railroad -- The factory
and organized labor responses -- Housework, houses, and women at home -- Childhood and family life --
Consumer culture -- Leisure and entertainment -- Education and health care -- Religious and civic life --
Conclusion : not the Gilded Age. Perry threatened the Japanese capital Edo with gunships, demanding that
they agree to open trade. Latin American independence[ edit ] The Chilean Declaration of Independence on 18
February Most countries in Central America and South America obtained independence from colonial
overlords during the 19th century. There were no drains and when it rained streets turned to mud. A factory
was defined as a place where more than 50 people were employed in a manufacturing process. However not
all men in Britain could vote until 


